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At the Luxury Family Travel Show held in Cannes earlier this year, kids were heralded as today’s clients, 

not the clients of tomorrow. For many players that theme has upped the industry ante of what family 

travel is all about, even for those who aren’t in the luxury market.

by Chris McBeath

Kids Are the New VIPs
Have Family, Will Travel
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What constitutes a traditional family unit seems to be morphing daily, and 
now often involves co-parenting as well as career-driven and geographic 
separations. Quality togetherness is more important than ever. Combined 
with five key travel trends - that apply to groups and individuals alike - and 
you have the opportunity to grow more than just the family travel sector.

Key Trend #1

Multi-generational Travel

Multi-generational travel has been on the table for a few years, especially 
among resorts, and it is still on the rise, especially for self-catering, all-suite 
properties such as Beach Acres Resort and Pacific Sands Beach Resort 
on Vancouver Island. Both are sought-after family destinations for their 
extensive activities that include pizza and movie nights, craft afternoons, 
kite flying, sandcastle contests, story-time sessions, family game nights, 
and more. 

The multi-generational, togetherness market may be lucrative, but it’s 
not without specific challenges. See the sidebar for what properties need 
to offer.

Key Trend #2 

Extreme Experiences

If you’ve not come across the slang word, YOLO, then you probably don’t 
have teenagers in your realm. As an acronym for “you only live once”, the 
term YOLO went from a rapper song to the rallying cry of teens to live with 
a “carpe diem” drive. YOLOing, now mainstream, speaks to the adventurous 
desire to push the envelope, and is - more often than not - associated with 
bucket list experiences.

For Gen X parents and their younger Millennial counterparts, 
YOLO experiences are family affairs. Think zip-lining, paragliding, 
mountaineering, extreme summer camps (flying trapeze, stunt maneuvers, 
and tough mudder courses are hot commodities) as well as wilderness hikes 
and wildlife safaris. Hotels that partner with extreme activity providers, 
even if only as home base before/after an overnight wilderness experience, 
will help to win this market. 

Key Trend #3

Educational Entertainment

Increasingly, Kids’ Club programming is geared towards teaching 
invaluable lessons about people, places, and conservation, all disguised as 
fun while on holiday. Video games haven’t fallen by the wayside, but the 
trend is for active engagement - looking up from a screen to participate 
in the world around.

Authentic engagement is the name of the game. Hotels that partner with 
outfitters to broaden a guest’s experience can find a niche and establish a 
reputation as a gateway to the experiential. Ideas include volunteerism, 
chef-for-the-day classes perhaps combined with foraging excursions, 
cultural sensitization such as participating in a First Nations Pow-Wow 
or drumming circle, and environmental activities such as exploring the 
desert landscapes in Osoyoos, accompanying guides on a wildlife safari, and 
spelunking Horne Lake Caves. BC is spoiled for choice and the opportunities 
for hoteliers to accommodate and educate abound.

Tap into Family Needs by 
Offering:

• Family rates with value add-ons
• Spousal and kiddie options for post-convention activities
• Grandparent packaging (increasingly, this is the generation that 
plans and/or pays the tab, so make purchases easy and value-packed 
with attractions passes and discounts at restaurants)
• Suites with adjoining doors and a communal living area
• Amenities available as needed, such as baby shampoo, cots, games, 
booster seats, binoculars, and even reading glasses for parents and 
grandparents 
• Ability to access/provide picnic fare and family-style dinners from 
pizza to having a chef cook in-suite; include family recipes and even 
starter ingredients for a classic dish such as spaghetti
• Access to different activities that children, parents, and grandparents 
can enjoy together and separately - thereby enriching the sharing 
experience over dinner 
• In-suite maps and guides, perhaps plasticized as dining mats for 
marking and/or colouring
• A Family Facebook page with new ideas posted regularly to establish 
group excitement and bonding 

Key Trend #4

Customization 

Tried-and-true packages are still standard fare and need not be geared to 
transient guests. For example, The Comfort Inn & Suites, Medicine Hat 
offers a Family Night Out package for local families looking for an affordable 
treat. It includes accommodation, use of the hotel’s pool and hot tub, four 
movie tickets, one large pizza, and four soft drinks.

Overall, though, programs for children are reaching new heights. It’s not 
unusual to find a Kids Concierge, and big chains such as Delta Hotels 
and Resorts, and Four Seasons are rolling out new programs like Kids’ 
Essentials and Kids for All Seasons that provide parents with worry-free 
recreational and educational activities for their children. Although these 
services are usually found at resort properties, urban hotels are starting to 
provide resort-like services such as hotel passports, cookie baking classes, 
and discounts at various retailers and attractions. Larger properties are 
even moving to family-only floors featuring games, video libraries, and 
communal family lounges.
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However, there has yet to be a hotel in Canada 
to match this savvy initiative: a well-known 
European hotel is advertising for a new staff 
position - that of Junior General Manager. 
Aimed exclusively at ambitious 5 to 12 year-olds, 
applicants complete an online questionnaire 
and a video. The chosen candidate will work 
alongside the hotel’s managing director to work 
to make the hotel even better for its younger 
guests, and will receive various perks and 
benefits for themselves and their family. The 
VIK (Very Important Kid) position takes effect 
on January 10, 2015, and will be introduced with 
a children-only pajama party.

Key Trend #5

Themed Sleep

Themed rooms are big business south of the 
border, but outside of Alberta, Canadian hoteliers 
have been slow to invest in this type of décor. 
Independent properties such as the Anchor Inn 
& Suites, Campbell River, have five specialty 
suites that are highly popular. Choices include 
sleeping in a wagon in the Western Suite or in 
a partial igloo in the Arctic Suite. Meanwhile, 
Super 8 Castlegar created kid-specific rooms a 
few years back by partnering with local artists 
to style suites that celebrate Spiderman, Harry 
Potter, Sea World, the Jungle, Space, and Coca 

Temporary tattoos help reconnect parents with lost kids. 
SafetyTat (www.safetytat.com) are temporary tattoos that 
read “If Lost, Please Call” and list a parent or guardian’s cell 
phone number. Tattoos can be personalized to the hotel of 
issue. SafetyTat also offers a waterless “Quick Stick” tattoo 
allowing immediate, on-the-go safety. 

Safety First

Cola. “They are a tremendous draw for birthday 
parties and special treats,” reports Cindy Cross, 
General Manager, who notes that their ‘fame’ 
goes beyond the immediate community. “We 
cater to a lot of visiting sports teams, so word-
of-mouth has helped develop a pretty solid 
demand.”    

For those difficult-to-please teens (and with a nod 
to their grandparents), it can’t get much better 
than Hotel Zed. Opened in May, Zed embraces - 
and in itself - crosses the generation gap. Owner 
Mandy Farmer, who heads up family-run Accent 
Inns, has themed the entire hotel as uber-trendy, 
mid-century retro with modern elements. “Zed 
has a lot more leeway and rebellious fun, starting 
with the mega-watt colour palette in rooms 
and all over the property,” says Farmer, who 
calls Zed a ridiculously fun and eclectic hotel. 
For example, guestrooms include 1960s-style 

rotary dial telephones that come with QR code 
instructions, comic books in the bathrooms, and 
refurbished Tanker steel desks in neon colours 
as well as 42” flat screen televisions and media 
hubs. Amenities also include a vinyl record 
listening station, vintage typewriters where 
guests can type up a postcard and mail it for free, 
The Zedinator - a bubble-gum pink waterslide, 
and a games room with a Wii station alongside 
an old-fashioned ping pong table. Guests have 
free use of vintage bicycles, and can ride on the 
hotel’s funky shuttle bus - a fully-restored 1967 
Volkswagen van. Sharing ‘cool’ just became a 
multi-generational affair, and is right on trend.

If family travel still isn’t on your radar, consider 
this. If boomer grandparents are driving 
purchasing decisions at one end of the age 
spectrum, it’s their grandchildren who are 
influencing those vacation dollar expenditures. 
It behooves us all to look beyond a cookie at 
check- in, and a mini robe in the room, because 
experiential, multi-faceted family travel has 
come of age.

Super 8 Castlegar created kid-specific rooms a few years back 
by partnering with local artists to style suites that celebrate 
Spiderman, Harry Potter, Sea World, the Jungle, Space, and 
Coca Cola.


